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Abstract
Behaviors of many engineering systems are described by lumped parameter models that
encapsulate the spatially distributed nature of the system into networks of lumped elements;
the dynamics of such a network is governed by a system of ordinary differential and algebraic
equations. Languages and simulation tools for modeling such systems differ in syntax, informal
semantics, and in the methods by which such systems of equations are generated and simulated,
leading to numerous interoperability challenges. Logical extensions of SysML aim specifically
at unifying a subset of the underlying concepts in such languages.
We propose to unify semantics of all such systems using standard notions from algebraic
topology. In particular, Tonti diagrams classify all physical theories in terms of physical laws
(topological and constitutive) defined over a pair of dual cochain complexes and may be used
to describe different types of lumped parameter systems. We show that all possible methods
for generating the corresponding state equations within each physical domain correspond to
paths over Tonti diagrams. We further propose a generalization of Tonti diagram that captures
the behavior and supports canonical generation of state equations for multi-domain lumped
parameter systems.
The unified semantics provides a basis for greater interoperability in systems modeling, sup-
porting automated translation, integration, reuse, and numerical simulation of models created
in different authoring systems and applications. Notably, the proposed algebraic topological
semantics is also compatible with spatially and temporally distributed models that are at the
core of modern CAD and CAE systems.
Keywords: Interoperability, Algebraic topology, System modeling languages; Tonti dia-
grams
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Lumped parameter models are commonly used to describe behaviors of many engineering systems
[1]. In such systems, spatially and temporally distributed physical phenomena are approximated by
a finite network of abstract components that store, dissipate, or transform energy; the phenomena-
specific constitutive properties of the components (e.g. generalized impedances) are estimated by
domain integrals from the actual system by a process of “reticulation”[2]. Bond graphs [2], linear
graphs [3], Modelica [4] and Simulink/Simscape [5] are commonly used physical modeling languages
for creating, editing, and simulating lumped parameter models. These languages may differ widely
in their syntax, but have similar (though not identical) semantics that specifies interconnectivity
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and constitutive relations of individual components in a system; the resulting model of a system
created in such languages is then compiled into a system of state equations that may be numerically
solved to simulate the system’s dynamic response. Formally, the dynamic behavior of a lumped
parameter model is described by the state equations, a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
or differential algebraic equations (DAEs), whose solutions depend on the initial conditions.
Generally speaking, all modeling languages can handle the same broad class of problems but
with non-trivial differences in system types, representations, state equation derivation and simula-
tion mechanisms [6, 3, 7, 8]. For example, in Simulink, components exchange numeric information
uni-directionally and are not subject to conservation laws; by contrast, the energy flow between
components is bi-directional in other languages, satisfying conservation laws. While every linear
graph model may be represented by a bond graph, the converse statement is not true [9]. Further-
more, parallel/serial junctions in a bond graph do not specify ordering of branches in the junctions,
which implies that every bond graph in fact corresponds to a family of (dynamically) equivalent
graph-based models in other languages. Many languages generate state equations using efforts
and flows as variables, but their integral forms may also be used, for example in bond graphs[10].
The above and other differences in syntax and semantics of system modeling languages lead to
challenges in exchange, translation, and composition of models created in these languages. Such
interoperability difficulties are only likely to increase due to ubiquitous and growing adoption of
physical modeling languages by industry and standards organizations.
Conceptually, there are two possible approaches to dealing with semantic interoperability issues:
“point-to-point” correspondence1 between models created in different languages, or standardization
on a single neutral format that can be translated to/from models in any such languages. The first
approach is more practical but is problematic because it requires O(n2) such translators, which
is not only expensive, but discourages development of new languages and simulation solutions.
The second approach is similar in spirit to STEP for product models, which requires the neutral
format to be formally defined and include the superset of models present in any such language.
These difficulties can be observed in a recent effort to extend System Modeling Language (SysML)
with packages for direct communication with multiple simulation tools [11]. Recently proposed
Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) [12] attempts to sidestep the semantic interoperability issues
by supporting model exchange and integration via standardized XML and C-code interfaces; this
approach simply shifts the responsibility for semantic correctness of these tasks to the authoring
systems and users.
Irrespectively of the selected approach, semantic interoperability requires establishing formal
correspondence between concepts and constructs in distinct modeling languages. This is the main
goal of this paper. Our approach relies on tools from algebraic topology and well known classifi-
cation of physical theories developed over the years by Tonti [13, 14], Roth [15], Branin [16], Kron
[17], and others. Importantly, this classification generalizes to higher-dimensional physical models,
suggesting that the proposed framework may be extended to include spatially-distributed mod-
els represented by three-dimensional solid models, partial differential equations and finite element
methods.
1Such correspondence may take a form of direct translation or using APIs.
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1.2 Outline
Section 2 briefly surveys and compares the main system modeling languages and surveys related
work. In Section 3, we summarize the well known algebraic topological model of physical systems;
this model serves as the basis for Tonti’s diagrams that classify physical variables, laws, and theories
[14]. Tonti’s classification is a starting point for the unified semantics proposed in this paper. The
main results of the paper are contained in Sections 4 and 5.
Single domain lumped parameters systems are examined in detail in Section 4. Because all
such systems are isomorphic in terms of their physical variables, laws, and Tonti’s diagrams, we
only discuss the models of electrical systems – with understanding that the discussion also applies
to lumped parameters systems in other physical domains. In particular, we show that paths over
the corresponding Tonti diagram correspond to all possible ways to generate state equations for
an electrical network, including well known node-potential and mesh-current methods that date to
Maxwell [18]. While the discussion and the semantics proposed in Section 4 apply to any one single-
domain lumped-parameter system model, in Section 5 we consider the more general multi-domain
systems (that may combine electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, thermal, and other single-domain
subsystems). We show that all such systems may be represented by an algebraic topological model
in terms of generalized state variables associated with extended and generalized Tonti diagrams.
We conclude in Section 6 with discussion of practical applications and consequences of the proposed
semantic unification, open issues, and possible extensions.
2 Background
2.1 Brief history of lumped-parameter modeling
Informally, the significance of lumped-parameter models and languages can be attributed to two
main factor factors. Lumped parameter models are the simplest models of system behavior (usually,
but not always dynamic) that encapsulate and abstract away all detailed geometric information.
This allows modeling behavior of systems without dealing with detailed embodiment of such sys-
tems – either because these details are too complex or not known (for example in early design
stages). Secondly, the lumped parameter models in different physical domains (electrical, mechan-
ical motion, fluid flow, etc.) have identical mathematical structure that unifies all such models.
Below we briefly summarizes the conceptual evolution of these developments.
The efforts to classify and unify different physical models and theories date back at least to
James Clerk Maxwell, who expressed the desire to establish a formal analogy between various
physical quantities based on their mathematical form [18], and continued through 20th century
(for example see [19]). Maxwell also introduced the so called mesh and node methods for solving
electrical networks [20, 18] that we will also use to derive state equations for lumped parameter
systems in Section 4.
Advances in analysis and simulation of (analog) electrical systems motivated many to use such
analogies in order to leverage the advances in electrical engineering in other physical domains
[21, 22]. In particular, Nickle proposed to predict the response of a mechanical dynamical system
by translating it into a dynamically equivalent analog electrical circuit [21]. This electrical-network
approach to modeling and simulation of mechanical systems became widely used and culminated in
the work of Gabriel Kron, an influential and controversial electrical engineer, who showed that most
distributed mechanical systems may also be modeled and efficiently simulated by analog electrical
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networks [23, 24]. Kron’s work influenced many others, including F. Branin, P. Roth, E. Tonti, and
H. Paynter.
More specifically, Branin recognized that the versatility of electrical networks is an indication
of the combinatorial and topological nature of the classical vector calculus [25]. Roth identified
specific algebraic topological model for stationary electrical networks in terms of chain and cochain
sequences [26], whereas Branin generalized Roth diagram to two dual cochain sequences and re-
vealed that this model underlies general three-dimensional network models. Tonti [14] built on
these insights to develop a complete classification of space-time physical theories in terms of their
underlying topological structures and codified this classification in terms of concise (Tonti) dia-
grams. We will review the Tonti diagrams in Section 3 and we will adopt them as a convenient way
to describe and visualize models of lumped parameter systems. More details of these developments
can be found in Appendix D of [14].
Increasingly, these algebraic topological models are finding applications in computational mod-
eling of engineering systems. For example, several researchers proposed that all geometric and
physical computations should be based on a common (co)chain complex model [27, 28, 29], and
that a vast majority of physical laws may be enforced as topological invariants of common trans-
formations used in automated design systems [30]. Algebraic topological structure has been used
explicitly in variety of modeling systems spanning diverse areas such interactive physics [31], com-
puter graphics [32], and manufacturing systems [33].
2.2 Languages for lumped parameter modeling
Paynter’s work [34] originally focused on methodology for use of lumped parameters models for
design and analysis of engineering systems and culminated in the language of bond graphs. He
described a systematic method of converting a general system to a simplified lumped parameter
model by a process of “reticulation” (creating a network model through discretization of a spatially-
distributed system) and developed a symbolic language of bond graphs for describing such models. A
major conceptual and practical significance of bond graphs is that they model all lumped parameter
systems in terms of small number of abstract generalized variables: efforts, flows, their derivatives,
integrals, and constitutive relationships. This allowed bond graphs to represent lumped parameter
models of complex physically heterogeneous systems that are coupled using abstract transformer
and gyrator elements and can be easily translated into a system of ordinary differential equations.
Arguably, all lumped parameter models and languages are based on concepts similar to those
used in bond graphs and are now a standard textbook material [10, 3]. Lumped parameter models
abstract a spatially and temporaly distributed system by a network of components. The purpose of
the network is to model the flow of energy through the system’s components as a function of time;
detailed geometry of the system is accounted for by integral properties of the components. Formally,
the lumped parameter model is described in terms of ordinary differential and algebraic equations
with variables that are specific to physical phenomena modeled by the network. However, all such
models are isomorphic based on the well known ‘analogies’ between different physical theories,
as summarized in Table 1. In each physical domain, the power is a product of two generalized
variables that are classified as across or through (in case of Modelica and linear graph models), or
effort and flow (in case of bond graphs). The network includes abstract sources of these variables,
and transforms the energy by storing or dissipating in three types elements that are commonly
described by analogy with electrical networks as generalized resistors, inductances, and capacitors.
In addition, the energy may be transformed between different physical domains using transformer
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(a) A simple RLC electrical circuit
(b) bond graph model (c) linear graph model
(d) Modelica model (e) Simulink model
Figure 1: Comparison of different physical modeling languages for a simple electrical circuit problem
and gyrator components in the network. More general components with complex behavior may be
incorporated into the network, but all such components may be modeled as a composition of these
basic components listed above [2]. The formal reason for these analogies is the common underlying
algebraic topological structure that we will discuss in Section 3.
The differences between various modeling languages stem from their approach to describing the
basic components, their connectivity in the network, and the method by which the governing system
of equations is generated. Thus, bond graph uses 0 and 1 junctions to represent parallel or serial
connections of components; linear graph uses directed edges to connect components (nodes), while
Modelica/Simulink uses connectors to link library components. Behavior of components is described
in terms of state variables that are related by constitutive relations: bond graph associates effort,
flow and constitutive relationships to 1-ports; linear graph associates across and through variables
to directed edges, while Modelica and Simulink associate these variables with blocks.
The governing state equations is a system of ODEs (or more generally DAEs) that are generated
from such descriptions by methods that differ in the choice of state variables and generation algo-
rithms. Of course, all such equations describe identical dynamical behavior of the modeled system
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Table 1: Analogy of physical variables
Variables type Effort Flow Momentum Displacement
Mechanical (translation) Force Velocity Momentum Displacement
Mechanical (rotational) Torque Angular velocity Angular momentum Angle
Electrical Voltage Current Flux linkage variable Charge
Hydraulic Pressure Volume flow rate Pressure momentum Volume
that is determined by initial conditions. To be concrete, let us briefly compare how such languages
would be used to model a simple example of a serial RLC electrical circuit shown in Figure 1a.
Figure 1 shows how the same circuit would be described in four different languages: bond graphs,
linear graphs, Modelica, and Simulink. As we already noted, electrical circuits themselves have
also been used as a general purpose modeling language for modeling lumped parameter system, for
example in [17], but they have been largely superceded by more modern languages in use today.
The following is a brief summary of steps to generate state equations for the circuit in each of the
languages.
Bond graph : (1) assign causality to the bond graph; (2) select input and energy state variables;
(3) generate an initial set of system equations; (4) simplify initial equations to state-space form
[10], giving
d
dt
{
qC
pL
}
=
[
0 1L
− 1C −RL
]{
qC
pL
}
+
{
0
VAC
}
(1)
where, qC is the time integral of the current of capacitor, pL is the time integral of the voltage of
inductor. VAC represents the voltage of voltage source.
Linear graph: (1) generate a normal tree from the linear graph; (2) select the primary and
secondary variables, system order and state variables; (3) formulate constitutive, continuity and
compatibility equations then simplify these equations to state equations [35], giving
d
dt
{
iL
vC
}
=
[ − 1L −RL
0 1C
]{
iL
vC
}
+
{
1
L
0
}
VAC (2)
where, iL represents the current of inductor, vC represents the voltage of capacitor. VAC represents
the voltage of voltage source.
Modelica/Simulink: (1) based on the established model in Modelica/Simulink, extract con-
stitutive equations of each component from library; (2) select dynamic variables; (3) express the
problem as the smallest possible ODE system [4, 5]. In case of Modelica, we get{
der(L.i)
der(C.v)
}
=
[ − 1L −RL
0 1C
]{
L.i
C.v
}
+
{
1
L
0
}
VAC (3)
where, der(∗) represents the derivative of ∗ in terms of time. L.i is the current of inductor, C.v is
the voltage of capacitor. Similarly, for Simulink, we obtain
L
di
dt
= VAC −Ri− 1
C
t∫
−∞
i(t)dt (4)
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It is easy to verify that these equations are equivalent in terms of their solutions, but are
distinct in appearance due to the different choices of state variables and procedures by which they
are generated in each modeling system. For instance, linear graph uses across (effort) and through
(flow) variables, but bond graph uses their integral forms as state variables.
2.3 Interoperability of lumped parameter languages and systems
Broadly speaking, interoperability subsumes the problems of exchange and integration of simulation
models created in different systems. The latter often manifests itself as the need for co-simulation
[36] and/or for executable semantics in system modeling tools. For example, system engineering
languages, such as SysML [37] need to integrate with simulation models in order to predict the
modelled system behavior; however, each specific tool needs a different interface, as proposed in
[38, 39] for Matlab/Simulink [38, 39], in [40, 41] for Modelica, and for bond graph in [42]. An effort
to overcome these challenges was recently described in [11], where a SysML extension is proposed
specifically for the purpose of generating such interfaces automatically. One of our goals in this
effort is to provide formal semantics for this and other interoperability efforts. Without such formal
semantics, integration of distinct simulation tools requires a non-trivial software development effort
that must resolve individual assumptions and differences of distinct models. The purpose of the
recently proposed FMI standard [43] is to streamline and simplify such efforts through generation
of uniform C code. Unifying semantics of distinct models would support automatic generation of
such FMI interfaces.
Model to model conversion is an effective method for achieving interoperability between different
modeling languages. The conversion between the bond graph and linear graph models has been
studied in the 70’s. Ort and Martens proposed a topological procedure for converting the bond
graph to the linear graph by identifying the correspondence of bonds in a bond graph and edges of
a linear graph [44]. While theoretically not every bond graph has a corresponding linear graph [9],
Birkett gave a deterministic cut-and-paste method for converting any physical bond graph to the
corresponding linear graph model [45]. Bond graphs can also be converted to equivalent models
in Simulink or Modelica. Specifically, [46] used bond graphs through Simulink to analyze dynamic
systems by transforming bond graphs to equivalent block diagrams; researchers in [47, 48] observed
that translating non-causal bond graph models to Modelica is in principle a straightforward process,
even if causal assignment cannot be specified in Modelica. The reverse conversion from Modelica
to bond graphs has been studied in [49]. Strictly speaking, not every Modelica model can be
translated into a bond graph, because power continuity (the energy balance) is strictly enforced
by the junction structure of bond graph but does not have to be enforced by interconnection of
components in Modelica [50]. Similarly, not all Simulink models may be translated into Modelica
models, but translation of selective Simulink models to equivalent Modelica models was considered
in [51]. Our goal is to identify a subset of physical models that is supported by all of these languages
and provide unified semantics that would remove any ambiguities in such conversions and other
interoperability tasks.
A fundamental limitation underlying all of the above approaches is that none of them offer
a systematic path towards interoperability with full 3D (spatially distributed) models governed
by partial differential equations and discretized by finite element, volume, or difference methods.
This area of research is in its infancy and exemplified by rather limited efforts. For example, in
[52] finite element model of 3D deformable objects are converted to the corresponding lumped
mass-spring models by minimizing the difference of stiffness matrices of these two models. Others
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proposed various methods for associating geometric information with components in the lumped
parameter systems. Thus, integral properties from solid models in CAD systems may be mapped to
lumped parameters, and mating constraints in assembly models are mapped to transformers in the
corresponding Modelica models [53, 54, 55]. Such methods also allow translating Adams rigid body
simulation models to Modelica code [56]. Additional constraints and annotations may be introduced
in order to explicitly maintain bilateral correspondence between parameters of lumped parameter
and three-dimensional models [57, 58, 59]. By contrast, the semantics of lumped parameter models
proposed in this papers naturally extends to full 3D models of spatially distributed phenomena.
3 Algebraic topological models of lumped parameter systems
Algebraic topological interpretations of network models and various types of electrical circuits are
well known in literature [16, 14] and are now a standard textbook material [60]. We now apply
such an interpretation to lumped parameter models and show that it provides a neutral standard
semantics for all such systems. Superficially, all algebraic topological formulations are identical, but
important semantic difference emerge in details. As a starting point, we adopt Tonti’s classification
[14] of physical theories in terms of their algebraic topological models; however, specific requirements
of the lumped parameter system require significant extensions and modifications that we discuss
below. Strictly speaking, a proper setting for physical modeling is 4D spacetime. But, most
engineering models are set in space×time, where space and time models are treated separately.
3.1 Lumped parameter models as cochains
In algebraic topological view of physics, physical properties are distributed in spacetime over finite
chunks of space called p-dimensional cells, or p-cells, (p = 0, 1, 2...) that fit together to form a cell
complex that decomposes the undelying physical space. Many choices of cells are possible; they can
be open or closed, p-simplicies, p-balls, or p-manifolds; specific choices are dictated by convenience
and applications and define the type of cell complex[61]. All cells are endowed with orientation, or
sense of direction, which becomes important in order to properly assign signs to physical properties
associated with cells.
As we already saw, all lumped parameter models are formulated using 2-dimensional cells
complexes: 0-cells (nodes), 1-cells (edges), and 2-cells (cycles or “meshes”). These complexes are
abstract in the sense that geometric coordinates or shapes of the cells are immaterial; only their
connectivity carries important physical information.2 The distribution of physical properties is
described by assigning their types and quantities to the individual cells in this complex. The
formal mechanism for doing so requires discretizing the property g over p-cells epα as a p-cochain
Cp, a formal sum
Cp =
np∑
α=1
gαe
p
α (5)
The relation between physical properties is governed by two types of fundamental laws: metric
laws and topological laws. Metric laws usually involve measurement while topological laws relate
2This is in stark contrast to spatially distributed physical phenomena modeled governed by partial differential
equation where geometry of cells becomes critical.
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physical properties associated with space and its boundary. Topological laws can be formulated
using formal linear coboundary δ operations on cochains. Specifically, coboundary δp operating on
a p-cochain produces a (p + 1)-cochain by transferring and adding the coefficient of the p-cochain
to its cofaces (Eq.6). Formally,
δp(C
p) = δp
( np∑
α=1
gαe
p
α
)
=
np+1∑
β=1
( np∑
α=1
hαβ · gα
)
· ep+1β , (6)
where np represents the number of cells in the p-cochain. The incidence coefficient hαβ = [e
p
α, e
p+1
β ] ∈
{0,±1} is determined by relative orientation of p-cell epα and it cofaces (p+1)-cell ep+1β [14]. If ep+1β
is not a coface of epα, then hαβ = 0; otherwise, if the orientations of e
p
α and e
p+1
β are consistent, then
hαβ = +1, otherwise, hαβ = −1. If we denote the usual p-incidence matrix as A = [hβα], then the
coboundary operator δp is commonly represented by its transpose A
T .
Informally, the coboundary operations capture the essence of balance, equilibrium, conserva-
tion, compatibility, and other topological laws. For cochains on finite cell complexes, coboundary
operators δp, p = 1, 2, 3 correspond to the usual vector calculus operators of gradient, curl, and
divergence respectively. The vector calculus identities ∇ × (∇φ) = 0, and ∇ · (∇ × F) = 0 are
simply instances of the Poincare lemma stating that δp(δp−1()) = 0, where 0 denotes a null cochain.
A collection of cochains and coboundary operators on a cell complex form a cochain complex[61].
3.2 Physical theories as Tonti diagrams
Every physical theory is conceptualized in terms of relationships between two types of dual physical
quantities that are referred to by various authors as configuration/source[14], through/across[16],
or effort/flow[6]. In what follows we will adopt Tonti’s convention and distinguish between con-
figuration type variables, that are modeled as cochains on primary cell complex decomposition of
space, and source variables that are modeled as cochains on the dual cell complex decomposition
of the same space. This notion is illustrated in Figure 7, where the primal cell complex is shown in
blue the dual cell complex is shown in black. (The actual geometry of cells is irrelevant for this dis-
cussion.) Each p-dimensional cell in the primal cell complex is dual to a unique (n−p)-dimensional
cell in the dual cell complex. By duality, it also follows that the coboundary operator δ˜p on the
dual cell complex can be represented by the transpose of δp = A
T , or simply A.
This conceptualization of physical quantities in terms cochains on dual cell complexes is not
arbitrary: it arises from first principles based on how the postulated quantities are measured. In
each case, the measurement process implies the intrinsic dimension of the associated quantity (e.g.,
displacements are measured at a point, currents are measured across the surface, voltage drop is
measured along a path, and so on). The decision whether a particular quantity belongs to the
primal or dual complex is determined by the oddness principle that requires change of sign under
change of orientation of the relevant cell. The primal cells are are endowed with inner orientation,
while the dual cells are oriented relative to the containing (outer) space. The reader is referred to
[14] for detailed discussion of these concepts.
Figure 2 shows the correspondence between the primal and dual cochains of variables and nam-
ing conventions used by different authors and lumped-parameter modeling systems. We note that
the adopted classification in terms of primal and dual cochains is consistent with the conventions
in linear graphs [3], Modelica [4], Simscape [5] and NIST models [11], but differs slightly from that
in bond graphs [1].
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Figure 2: Categorization of physical variables category in different approaches to physical modeling
Physical laws (topological and metric) relate different types of variables within each physical
theory. Tonti proposed a systematic method for representing these laws using a diagram that
can be considered an evolved combination of the so-called Roth diagrams [62] in terms of cochain
sequences and “Maxwell house” diagram to represent all topological and metric relationships in
electromagnetism [63]. A simple example of such a diagram is the Tonti diagram of electrical
(static) network theory is shown in (Figure 3). It describes the network systems that satisfy
Kirchhoff Current Law (KCL) and Kirchhoff Voltage Law (KVL) using a pair of cochains complexes
dual to each other [14].
The diagram consists of two vertical sequences corresponding to the primal (left) and dual
(right) cochain complexes, ordered by dimension. The vertical arrows correspond to the coboundary
operations, going down for primal cochains and going up for dual cochains. Formally, the two
sequences are exact3 and form two dual cochain complexes:
primal : e0
δ0−→ v1 δ1−→ 02 (7)
dual : 02
δ˜1←− j1 δ˜0←− i0 (8)
The measured relationships between dual quantities are represented by the horizontal links
in the diagram. In the case of network theory, as shown in Figure 3, the primal variable are
node potentials e associated with 0-cells, voltage drops v and sources associated with 1-cells, and
voltage drops associated with 2-cells (meshes or cycles) that are identically 0 as the consequence of
KVL. The cochains of adjacent dimensions satisfy topological laws expressed by the corresponding
coboundary operations depicted as down-facing vertical arrows. Thus, 1-cochain of voltage drops
v1 = ATe0 is implied by the coboundary operation δ0 on 0-cochain of node potentials e
0; and KVL
3The cochain sequence is exact if it satisfies δp ◦ δp−1 = 0 (p ≥ 1)
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Figure 3: Tonti Diagram of network theory - constitutive equations are modified to account for
voltage and current sources
is just a restatement of the Poicare lemma. Similarly, the dual source (current) variables: 0-cochain
i, 1-cochains j, and 2-cochain 0 are indicated in the right branch of the diagram, related by the
sequence of two coboundary operations, indicated as arrows going up and expressing KCL.
The constitutive relation between 1-cochain of voltage drops v and 1-cochain of currents j
satisfies Ohm’s Law (or its inverse). The diagram also reveals two (dual) methods of generating the
governing state equations for network models, depending on the choice of state variables. The two
methods are indicated by primal and dual ‘cycles’ which refer to two different ways of composing
topological and metric laws. For instance, in the primal cycle, 1-cochain voltage drop v is obtained
by coboundary operation on 0-cochain node potential e. Using the Ohm’s law, v is converted to
1-cochain branch currents j in the dual cell complex, where coboundary operation A on j equals
zero. The physical meaning of the latter coboundary operation A is that the algebraic sum of
branch currents of a dual loop equals zero, as required by KCL. Similarly, the dual cycle relies on
KVL to generate the dual state equations for the same system.
Even though the diagram in Figure 3 describes a static phenomena, the reader will notice that
the configuration and source variables are associated with time instances: primal instances for
source variables and dual instances for configuration variables. This distinction becomes critical in
dynamic physical models where, once again, the primary time elements (0-dimensional instances
and 1-dimensional intervals) are distinguished from the dual time elements based on the oddness
principle that requires sign change under reversal of motion [14]. Strictly speaking, a proper setting
for all physical models is a 4D spacetime, which we chose to represent as direct product of space
and time. In other words, for each type of spatial variable, we can also consider its behavior in
time which is represented by a pair of dual 1-dimensional time complexes, as shown in Figure 4.
Here 0-cells I∗ and 1-cells T ∗ represent primal time instances and intervals, while 0-cells I˜∗ and
1-cells T˜∗ represent the dual time instances and intervals, respectively.
The introduction of time cell complexes in time has two consequences. First, it identifies the
usual time derivative with the corresponding coboundary operator δt. Thus, if q is a 0-cochain of
primal (or dual) time instances, then I (respectively, I˜) is the 1-cochain of time intervals of q defined
11
Figure 4: Cell complexes model of time
Figure 5: Tonti diagram of RLC circuit - only voltage sources are included
by δt0q (respectively δ˜
t
0q). On a finite cell complex, δ
t
0 become the time difference operation. Sec-
ondly, all space Tonti diagrams now acquire an additional time dimension, giving rise to horizontal
sections of the diagram. One such section is shown in Figure 5, which corresponds to the Tonti di-
agram of RLC circuit systems [14]. Here, the usual differential relations V = dΦ/dt and I = dQ/dt
are consequence of topological relations V = δ˜t0Φ and I = δ
t
0Q, respectively, where Φ is magnetic
flux and Q is electric charge. Two new constitutive equations describe the capacitance relation
between electric charge Q and voltage drop v and the inductance relation between magnetic flow Φ
and currents j. The second time derivative is the result of composition of two first time derivatives.
For instance, the second order equation differential equation V = dΦ/dt =Ld (I)/dt =Ld2Q
/
dt2 in
Figure 5 can be expressed as V = δ˜t0Φ = Lδ˜
t
0I = δ˜
t
0Lδ
t
0Q [14, 64]. Finally, we note that the vertical
space diagram in Figure 3 and the horizontal time diagram in Figure 5 can be combined into a
single three-dimensional diagram, as described in Section 4 and shown in Figure 6a.
In addition to physical quantities in Figure 3 and 5, the diagram in Figure 6a includes magnetic
flux potential Ψ and mesh electric charge q that are related by coboundary operators to magnetic
flux Φ and electric charge Q respectively. In other words, the extended Tonti diagram includes two
additional cochain complexes defined by the two sequences:
primal : Ψ0
δ0−→ Φ1 δ1−→ 02 (9)
dual : 02
δ˜1←− Q1 δ˜0←− q0 (10)
Additional horizontal arrows indicate the corresponding time coboundary (derivative) opera-
tions. With the added constitutive, topological equations and physical variables, the extended
Tonti diagram includes all possible quantities, as well as constitutive and topological laws of RLC
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(a) Matrix operators on dual cell complexes
(b) Topological and constitutive relationships on a sin-
gle cell complex
Figure 6: Extended Tonti diagram for RLC network system - with voltage and current sources
electrical circuit systems. In the following section, we explicitly distinguish between the constitu-
tive and topological laws as they are commonly used in practice in a single cell complex network
model that is shown in Figure 6b.
3.3 Dual cochain complexes on a single cell complex
The ultimate goal of physical modeling is numerical simulation which is usually performed on a
discretization of spacetime. If one were to accept that every physical theory is formulated in terms of
dual cochain complexes, it would be reasonable to expect that most modeling and simulation tools
are also formulated in terms of dual discretizations (one for configuration variables and another one
for the source variable) as illustrated in Figure 7 (on the left). In fact, such dual discretizations are
often advocated in literature as more natural and numerically stable alternatives, for example, in
mimetic discretization schemes [65], cell methods [66, 64], discrete exterior calculus [67] and other
modeling approaches. However, the vast majority of numerical schemes appear to be based on a
single discretization of space, which supports evaluation of both primal and dual cochains. For
example, in most finite element, finite difference, and finite volume methods, all configuration and
source variables are associated with cells (often nodes) in the underlying mesh, and their duality is
hidden within the numerical scheme itself [68].
In lumped parameter models, dual discretizations are particularly counter-intuitive, since all
spatially distributed properties have already been integrated (lumped) and only connectivity of the
underlying cell complex remains visible. That connectivity often directly corresponds to the physical
embedding; for example, a single electrical network carries both voltage and current information.
Similarly, general network model is a single cell complex where primal and dual cochains are
represented. The mapping of dual cochains on the primal cell complex is straightforward and is
accomplished by mapping the dual (n− p)-cells to their corresponding primal p-cells, as shown in
Figure 7. Consider how this mapping would work for the cochains in Figure 3. With this mapping,
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node potentials e, voltage drops v and sources, and voltage drops of cycles 0 are still associated
with primal 0-cells (e.g. A), 1-cells (e.g. L), and 2-cells (e.g. M ) respectively. However, the dual
source (current) variables: mesh currents i, branch currents j, and currents merging at nodes 0
which were originally associated with dual 0-cells (e.g. a), 1-cells (e.g. l), and 2-cells (e.g. m) are
now associated with primal 2-cells (e.g. M ), 1-cells (e.g. L), and 0-cells (e.g. A) respectively.
Figure 7: Dual cochain complexes on a single cell complex
With this mapping, all (n − p)-coboundary operations in dual cell complexes would become
the p-boundary operations ∂ in the primal cochain complex, which operate on a p-cochains and
produce a (p− 1)-cochains:
∂p(C
p) = ∂p(
np∑
α=1
gαe
p
α) =
np−1∑
β=1
( np∑
α=1
hαβ · gα
)
· ep−1β , (11)
which is similar to Eq.6, except that the coefficients are transferred from p-cells to their (p − 1)-
faces. This implies that the coboundary operation δ˜n−p on the dual cells complex is mapped into
the boundary operation ∂p on the primal cell complex,
4 i.e.,
∂p = δ˜n−p (12)
This explains, for example, why the KCL on the primal complex is described by condition ∂1j
1 = 0,
stating that the branch currents must add up to zero at every node.
The single complex network model is summarized by a new type of Tonti diagram shown in
Figure 6b. Here the dual (source) cochains have been mapped to the corresponding cochains on
the primal cell complex to form the dual cochain complex with boundary ∂p operators replacing
the original dual δ˜n−p coboundary operators. In other words, the dual cochain sequences (8) and
(10) become respectively
i2
∂2−→ j1 ∂1−→ 00 (13)
q2
∂2−→ Q1 ∂1−→ 00 (14)
4This observation also justifies use of ∂p operator, usually reserved for p-chains, on p-cochains
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In the rest of the report, we will assume that an algebraic topological model of a lumped
parameter system is described by such single (primal) cell complex and a corresponding Tonti
diagram with four cochain complexes (correspong to the four vertical ‘legs’ of the diagram) and
all relationships between them.5 The two primal cochain complex include: (1) 0-cochain node
potentials e0, 1-cochain voltage drops v1, 2-cochain of mesh voltages (which is 0 by KVL); and
(2) 0-cochain magnetic flux potentials Ψ0, 1-cochain magnetic fluxes Φ1, and 2-cochain of mesh
magnetic fluxes and 2-cochain of mesh voltages (which is 0 by KVL). The cochains in each complex
are related by the spatial coboundary operators, while the corresponding p-cochains in the two
complexes are related by the time boundary operator. Similarly, the two dual cochain complexes
are: (1) 0-cochain of node currents (which is 0 by KCL), 1-cochain currents j1, 2-cochain mesh
currents i2; and (2) 0-cochain of node electric charges, 1-cochain electric charges Q1, 2-cochain mesh
electric charges q2. The cochains in each of the dual complexes related by the spatial boundary
operators, while the corresponding p-chains in the two dual complexes are related by the time
coboundary operators.
4 Single-domain lumped parameter systems
In this section, we will show how to use Tonti diagrams to describe lumped parameter systems and
introduce an automated method of generating system state equations. We will focus on lumped pa-
rameter models of a single physical domain, exemplified by classical RLC electrical circuit systems.
Application to other physical domains is immediate, since all such models are isomorphic.
4.1 Static systems
Classical single-domain RLC electrical circuits consist of five types of physical elements: resistors,
capacitors, inductors, voltage sources and current sources. We will first consider a special case of
static resistive circuits that contain only constant resistors, as well as voltage and current sources;
later we will extend the approach to general dynamic electrical circuits. The algebraic topological
structure of static electrical circuits relies only on the two dual cochain complexes modeled over
a single cell complex. The primal cochain complex includes 0-cochain of node potentials e0, 1-
cochain of voltage drops v1, and 2-cochain of mesh voltages (which is 0 by KVL), related by the
coboboundry operators; the dual cochain complex consists of 0-cochain of node currents (which is 0
by KCL), 1-cochain of branch currents j1, and 2-cochain mesh currents i2 related by the boundary
operators. The topological and constitutive relations between these cochains are given by the
diagram in Figure 3, and two methods of generating the equations are indicated by primal and
dual ‘cycles’ respectively in the diagram. In the context of the more general model, these cycles
correspond to red and blue paths in the extended Tonti diagram as shown in (Figure 8). Each path
is defined by a sequence of the arrows in the diagram indicating composition of the corresponding
physical laws.
For example, if we use the red path in Figure 8, then the 0-cochain e0 is selected as the state
variable. The system state equation can be generated by composition of three steps starting with a
0-cochain e0 of node potentials. First, the downward red arrow indicates that the node potentials
give rise to voltage drops associated with incident branches using the coboundary operator v1 =
5Strictly speaking, use ∂p operators give rise to chain complexes, but it should be clear that these chain complexes
on the primal cell complex are isomorphic to the cochain complexes over the dual cell complex.
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Figure 8: Paths corresponding to primal and dual cycle in Figure 3
δ0e
0. The second lateral red arrow correspond to the constitutive relation j1 = G
(
v1 + v1f
)
+ j1f ,
which accounts for the contribution of 1-cochains of voltage sources v1f and source currents j
1
f in each
branch of the electrical network. Finally, the upward vertical red arrow indicates the application
of KCL ∂1j
1 = 0 requiring that branch currents add up to zero. The composition of the three laws
yields:
∂1
(
G
(
δ0e
0 + v1f
)
+ j1f
)
= 0 (15)
Eq.15 is usually written in a more traditional form as
∂1
(
G
(−δ0e0 − v1f )+ j1f ) = 0 (16)
As explained in [14], the minus sign in front of δ0e
0 is due to the largely historical assumption that
the vertices (0-cells) of the primal cell complex are oriented as sinks. The second minus sign in front
of v1f signifies the fact that a (positive) voltage source should be subtracted from the (positive)
voltage drop in every branch.
An alternative method for generating the system state equations follows the dual blue path
in Figure 8. The process starts with the dual 2-cochain of mesh currents i2 selected as the state
variable and amounts to composition of the analogous three steps: boundary operator ∂2 applied
to mesh currents in order to generate branch currents, constitutive Ohm’s law R that relates the
branch currents to voltage drops, and coboundary operator δ1 applied to the voltage drops in
accordance with KVL. Taking into account the voltage and current sources, the process results in:
δ1
(
R(∂2i
2 − j1f
)
+ v1f ) = 0 (17)
Collecting the terms with known voltage and current sources and moving them to the right
hand side, the system state equations Eq.16 and Eq.17 transform to Eq.18 and Eq.19, respectively.
∂1Gδ0e
0 = ∂1
(
j1f −Gv1f
)
(18)
δ1R∂2i
2 = δ1
(−v1f + Rj1f ) (19)
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When boundary and cobounadry operators are replaced by the corresponding incidence matrices
describing a cell complex underlying a specific lumped parameter system, the state equations be-
come systems of linear equations that can be solved for the unknown state variables (node potentials
e0 and mesh currents i2 respectively).
(a) An electrical circuit of pure resistance
(b) Topological structure
Figure 9: An electrical circuit of pure resistance and its topological structure
Example 4.1 We will use an example of static electrical circuit in Figure 9a to illustrate the
derivation of Eq.18 and Eq.19 in concrete setting. The shown electrical network contains four
constant resistors R1 = 6Ω, R2 = 3Ω, R3 = 2Ω, R4 = 4Ω, two constant current sources C
1
s =
3A, C4s = 1A and two constant voltage sources V
1
s = 8V , V
4
s = 4V . Topologically, the network
is a 2-dimensional complex shown in Figure 9b and consisting of three 0-cells (A,B,G), four 1-
cells(l1,l2,l3,l4) and two 2-cells(M1,M2).
The algebraic topological model of the electrical circuit contains: primal 0-cochain node poten-
tials (e0 = eA ·A+eB ·B+eG ·G), primal 1-cochain voltage drops (v1 = V1 ·l1+V2 ·l2+V3 ·l3+V4 ·l4),
dual 1-cochain of branch currents (j1 = j1 · l1+j2 · l2+j3 · l3+j4 · l4), dual 2-cochain of mesh currents
(i2 = i1 ·M1 + i2 ·M2) and two cochains that are always 0: the dual 0-cochain of node currents and
the primal 2-cochain of loop voltage drops. In order to get unique solution of the state equations,
we consider 0-cell G as the reference node, implying the boundary condition of eG = 0. Following
the red path on the Tonti diagram generates equation Eq.18 with individual terms as follows:
∂1 =
 −1 −1 −1 00 0 +1 −1
+1 +1 0 +1
 (20)
δ0 = ∂
T
1 (21)
G =

R−11 0 0 0
0 R−12 0 0
0 0 R−13 0
0 0 0 R−14
 =

1/6 0 0 0
0 1/3 0 0
0 0 1/2 0
0 0 0 1/4
 (22)
j1f =
[
C1s 0 0 −C4s
]T
=
[
3 0 0 −1 ]T (23)
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v1f =
[
V 1s 0 0 V
4
s
]T
=
[
8 0 0 4
]T
(24)
Substituting Eq.20 ∼ Eq.24 into Eq.18 we obtain a linear system of equations that has the
solution of e0 = [−1/2, 7/3, 0]T . Once the 0-cochain node potentials e0 is known, it is easy to
obtain 1-cochain voltage drops v1 and 1-cochain branch currents j1 by using the topological equation
v1 = − (δ0e0) and the constitutive equation j1 − j1f = G (v1 − v1f ).
Similarly following the blue path in the Tonti diagram, the generated system state equation Eq.19
would involve:
δ1 =
[ −1 +1 0 0
0 −1 +1 +1
]
(25)
∂2 = δ1
T (26)
R =

R1 0 0 0
0 R2 0 0
0 0 R3 0
0 0 0 R4
 =

6 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 4
 (27)
Substituting Eq.23 ∼ Eq.27 into Eq.19, we obtain another system of linear equations that yields
the solutions for the mesh currents i2 =
[ −19/12 −17/12 ]T . The 1-cochain branch currents
j1 and 1-cochain voltage drops v1 are immediately obtained by applying the topological relation
j1 = ∂2i
2 and the constitutive equation v1 − v1f = R
(
j1 − j1f
)
.
4.2 Dynamic systems
In this section, we will extend the above approach to general dynamic electrical circuits. The
algebraic topological structure of dynamic electrical circuits relies on cochains from all four cochain
complexes modeled over a single cell complex. The topological and constitutive relations between
these cochains are given by the diagram in Figure 6b and eight different methods of generating
the state equations are indicated by paths in the diagrams shown in Figure 10. Just as with
static systems, each path is a sequence of the arrows indicating composition of the corresponding
physical laws. In contrast to static systems, the middle horizontal section of the diagram allows
three alternative (pink, purple and blue) paths relating the primal 1-cochain of voltage drops v1 and
the dual 1-cochain of branch currents j1 corresponding to capacitance, resistance, and inductance
constitutive relationship respectively. The presence of alternative paths indicate superposition of
the corresponding equations generated by each path.
For example, if we use the paths in Figure 10a to generate the state equations, then the 0-cochain
Ψ0 is selected as the state variable. The system state equation can be generated by composition
of five physical laws (two topological and three constitutive) starting with a 0-cochain Ψ0. First,
coboundary operator in space δ0 applied to potential magnetic fluxes Ψ
0 in order to generate
magnetic fluxes Φ1. Now the path splits in two: the blue arrow corresponds to constitutive law
L−1 (of the inductor) that relates the magnetic fluxes to branch currents of inductors; the pink
arrow takes the magnetic fluxes to generate voltage drops v via the boundary operator in time ∂t1.
From here the path splits in two again: the purple arrow corresponds to the constitutive Ohm’s law
G that relates the voltage drops to branch currents of resistors; continuing along the pink path,
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(a) State variable: Ψ0 (b) State variable: q2 (c) State variable: e0 (d) State variable: i2
(e) State variable: j1 (f) State variable: Φ1 (g) State variable: Q1 (h) State variable: v1
Figure 10: State equation generation paths on the extended Tonti diagram
the constitutive capacitance law C relates the voltage drops to electric charges Q1 of capacitors is
followed by the time coboundary operator δt0 applied to electric charges of capacitors to generate
branch currents of capacitors. Note that the three paths corresponding to the three constitutive
laws merge into a single 1-cochain of branch currents j1, which is then transformed one more time
by the upward green arrow corresponding to KCL ∂1j
1 = 0. Taking into account the voltage and
current sources, above processes results in following state equations:
∂1
(
δt0C
(−∂t1 (δ0Ψ0)− v1f )+ R−1 (−∂t1 (δ0Ψ0)− v1f )+ L−1 (− (δ0Ψ0)− δt0v1f )+ j1f ) = 0 (28)
Collecting the terms with known voltage and current sources and moving them to the right
hand side, the system state equations Eq.28 can be written in a more intuitive form as
∂1
δt0C∂t1δ0Ψ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
currents of C
+ R−1∂t1δ0Ψ
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
currents of R
+ L−1δ0Ψ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
currents of L
 = ∂1
 j
1
f︸︷︷︸
current sources
− (δt0C + R−1 + L−1δt0)v1f︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent current sources
generated from
voltage sources

(29)
Other methods for generating the system state equation follow the different paths in Figure
10b - Figure 10h. For example, in Figure 10b, the process starts with the dual 2-cochain of mesh
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charge q2 selected as the state variable and amounts to another composition of the five physical
laws indicated by the corresponding paths. The blue, purple, and pink path corresponds to the
three constitutive laws (capacitance, resistance, and inductance respectively), relating the branch
electric charges to the branch voltage drops. The two green arrows correspond to the ∂2 operator
transforming mesh charges q2 to branch charges Q1 and application of KVL (δ1v
1 = 0). Putting
it all together and taking into account the voltage and current sources, the composition procedures
results in:
δ1
(
∂t1L
(
δt0∂2q
2 − j1f
)
+ R
(
δt0∂2q
2 − j1f
)
+ C−1
(
∂2q
2 − ∂t1j1f
)
+ v1f
)
= 0 (30)
or in a more intuitive form similar to Eq.29:
δ1
 ∂t1Lδt0∂2q2︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage drops of L
+ Rδt0∂2q
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage drops of R
+ C−1∂2q2︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage drops of C
 = δ1
 −v1f︸︷︷︸voltage sources+
(
∂t1L + R + C
−1∂t1
)
j1f︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent voltage drops
generated from
current sources

(31)
It can be observed that Eq.29 and Eq.31 respectively represent the current and voltage equi-
librium of the system. The generated system state equations may be viewed as algebraic with
coboundary operators interpreted as finite difference operators on a finite cell complex. However,
as we already observed, in lumped parameter systems space and time are treated separately, and
discretization of time is often delayed until a particular numerical integration scheme is chosen. In
this case, viewing boundary ∂t1 and coboundary δ
t
0 operations as differentiation in time syntactically
transforms Eq.29 and Eq.31 to a more familiar form:
∂1
 Cδ0Ψ¨0︸ ︷︷ ︸
currents of C
+ R−1δ0Ψ˙0︸ ︷︷ ︸
currents of R
+ L−1δ0Ψ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
currents of L
 = ∂1

j1f︸︷︷︸
current sources
−
(
Cv˙1f + R
−1v1f + L
−1
∫
v1f dt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent current sources
generated from
voltage sources

(32)
δ1
 L∂2q¨2︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage drops of C
+ R∂2q˙
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage drops of R
+ C−1∂2q2︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage drops of L
 = δ1

−v1f︸︷︷︸
voltage sources
+ Lj˙1f + Rj
1
f + C
−1
∫
j1f dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent voltage drops
generated from
current sources

(33)
Example 4.2 We will use a very simple example of RLC electrical circuit (Figure 1a) to illustrate
the derivation of Eq.33. A copy of Figure 1a is shown in Figure 11a. The shown electrical network
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(a) A simple RLC electrical circuit (b) Topological structure
Figure 11: A simple RLC electrical circuit and its topological structure
contains one resistor R, one capacitor C, one inductor L and one voltage source Vs. Topologi-
cally, the network is a 2-dimensional cell complex shown in Figure 11b and consists of three 0-cells
(P1,P2,P3), three 1-cells (L1,L2,L3) and one 2-cell (M1).
The algebraic topological model of the electrical circuit contains: primal 0-cochain node poten-
tials (e0 = e1 ·P1+e2 ·P2+e3 ·P3), primal 0-cochain magnetic flux potentials (Ψ0 = ψ1 ·P1+ψ2 ·P2+
ψ3 ·P3), primal 1-cochain voltage drops (v1 = v1 ·L1 + v2 ·L2 + v3 ·L3), primal 1-cochain magnetic
fluxes (Φ1 = φ1 · L1 + φ2 · L2 + φ3 · L3), dual 1-cochain currents (j1 = j1 · L1 + j2 · L2 + j3 · L3),
dual 1-cochain electric charges (Q1 = Q1 · L1 + Q2 · L2 + Q3 · L3), dual 2-cochain mesh currents
(i2 = i ·M1), dual 2-cochain mesh electric charges (q2 = q ·M1), and four cochains that are always
0: 2-cochain loop voltage drops, 2-cochain loop magnetic fluxes, 0-cochain node currents and 0-
cochain of node electric charges. Following the paths in Figure 10b generates Eq.33, with individual
terms as follows:
δ1 =
[
1 1 1
]
(34)
∂2 = δ1
T (35)
L =
 0 0 00 L 0
0 0 0
 (36)
R =
 R 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 (37)
C−1 =
 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 C−1
 (38)
v1f =
[ −Vs 0 0 ]T (39)
j1f =
[
0 0 0
]T
(40)
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Substituting Eq.34 ∼ Eq.40 into Eq.33, we obtain the system state equations as shown in Eq.41
. Since there is only one 2-cell, the mesh current equals the branch current, so Eq.41 is equivalent
to the system state equation generated by the Simulink model shown in Eq.4.
Lq¨ +Rq˙ + C−1q = Vs (41)
(a) An RLC electrical circuit
(b) Topological structure
Figure 12: An RLC electrical circuit and its topological structure
Example 4.3 We will use another example of electrical circuit in Figure 12a to illustrate the
derivation of Eq.32 . The shown electrical circuit contains one resistor R2, two capacitors C1, C5,
two inductors L3, L4, one current source Cs and one voltage source Vs. Topologically, the network
is a 2-dimensional cell complex shown in Figure 12b, and consisting of four 0-cells (A,B,C,G), five
1-cells(l1,l2,l3,l4,l5) and two 2-cells(M1,M2).
The algebraic topological model of the electrical circuit contains: primal 0-cochain node po-
tentials (e0 = eA · A + eB · B + eC · C + eG · G), primal 0-cochain magnetic flux potentials
(Ψ0 = ψA · A + ψB · B + ψC · C + ψG · G), primal 1-cochain voltage drops (v1 = v1 · l1 + v2 ·
l2 + v3 · l3 + v4 · l4 + v5 · l5), primal 1-cochain magnetic fluxes (Φ1 = φ1 · l1 + φ2 · l2 + φ3 · l3), dual
1-cochain currents (j1 = j1 · l1 + j2 · l2 + j3 · l3 + j4 · l4 + j5 · l5), dual 1-cochain electric charges
(Q1 = Q1 · l1+Q2 · l2+Q3 · l3+Q4 · l4+Q5 · l5), dual 2-cochain mesh currents (i2 = i1 ·M1+ i2 ·M2),
dual 2-cochain mesh electric charges (q2 = q1 ·M1 + q2 ·M2), and four cochains that are always 0:
2-cochain loop voltage drops, 2-cochain loop magnetic fluxes, 0-cochain node currents and 0-cochain
of node electric charges. In order to get unique solution of the state equations, we consider 0-cell
G as the reference node, implying the boundary condition of eG = 0. Following the paths in Figure
10a, generates Eq.32, with individual terms as follows:
∂1 =

+1 +1 0 0 +1
−1 −1 −1 0 0
0 0 +1 −1 0
0 0 0 +1 −1
 (42)
δ0 = ∂
T
1 (43)
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C =

C1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 C5
 (44)
R−1 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 1/R2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 (45)
L−1 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1/L3 0 0
0 0 0 1/L4 0
0 0 0 0 0
 (46)
v1f =
[
Vs 0 0 0 0
]T
(47)
j1f =
[
Cs 0 0 0 0
]T
(48)
Substituting Eq.42 ∼ Eq.48 into Eq.32, we obtain the system state equations as follows:
C1 + C5 −C1 0 −C5
−C1 C1 0 0
0 0 0 0
−C5 0 0 C5
 Ψ¨0 +

1/R2 −1/R2 0 0
−1/R2 1/R2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 Ψ˙0
+

0 0 0 0
0 1/L3 −1/L3 0
0 −1/L3 1/L3 + 1/L4 −1/L4
0 0 −1/L4 1/L4
Ψ0 =

Cs − V˙sC1
−Cs + V˙sC1
0
0

(49)
5 Multi-domain lumped parameter systems
5.1 Interactions of single-domain models
Engineering systems are usually constructed as compositions of single-domain subsystems in order
to perform complex engineering tasks. Representative examples include electric motors (electro-
mechanical systems), ovens (electro-thermal systems), hydraulic pumps (hydraulic-mechanical sys-
tems), etc. We will refer to such systems as multi-domain systems, where lumped-parameter
behavior of each single-domain is governed by an extended Tonti diagram as described in the pre-
vious section. It should be understood that multi-domain systems subsume the special case of
homogeneous systems where all single-domain systems are of the same type, e.g. all electrical or
all mechanical. Composition of two single-domain systems is associated with the process of energy
conversion between the two systems, also called transduction [10]. Specific means of transduction
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vary from system to system, but common examples of transducers (devices the perform trans-
duction) include gears and levers, electrical transformers, motors, piezoelectric devices, hydraulic
pumps, and so on.
Devices used to couple the same type variables of different physical domains are usually called
transformers (e.g. electrical transformers), while devices coupling the dual type variables are called
gyrators (e.g. electric motors) [10]. Physical transformers and gyrators always have energy loss
during the energy transduction, but if the leakage is small enough then the energy loss is usually
neglected during modeling. Transformers and gyrators with no energy loss are called ideal trans-
formers and gyrators [10]. System modeling languages generally use ideal transformers and gyrators
as abstract constructs in order to avoid modeling complex structures of physical transformers and
gyrators devices. For instance, bond graphs use abstract 2-port transformers and gyrators which
can be used to connect any 1-ports [10]. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show several transformer and
gyrator models from different system modeling languages.
(a) A schematic ideal electrical transformer (b) Bond graph model of transformers
(c) Linear graph model of transformers (d) Modelica model of the ideal electrical transformer
Figure 13: Comparison of transformers of different modeling languages
Such abstract transformers and gyrators in each language can represent hundreds of complex
transformer and gyrator devices. For example, Figures 15 and 16 show two examples of multi-
domain models represented by different modeling languages. Figure 15 is an example of a homoge-
neous multi-domain system, where all sub-domains are electrical domains. Figure 16 is an example
of a heterogeneous multi-domain system, where one electrical domain and one mechanical domain
are connected by a DC motor.
In our proposed combinatorial model of lumped parameter systems, physical transducer de-
vices can be abstracted by additional relations between primal and dual variables in each of the
subsystems; such relations may be governed by additional constitutive, interaction, or conserva-
tion constrains imposed on the multi-domain system [70]. For example, consider the three-domain
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(a) a schematic ideal electrical gyrator (b) Bond graph model of gyrators
(c) Linear graph model of gyrators (d) Modelica model of the ideal gyrator
Figure 14: Comparison of gyrators of different modeling languages
system consisting of a hydraulic pump that is controlled by an electrical motor. Behaviors of
the subsystems (electrical, rotational motion, and hydraulic) are described by the corresponding
extended Tonti diagrams) that are further constrained as shown in Figure 17.
In principle, such a representation is sufficient for capturing the behavior of a multi-domain
system. Each Tonti diagram corresponds to a system of ordinary differential equations that are
coupled by the transducer constraints. When the constraints are algebraic, this representation
corresponds to the usual system of differential-algebraic equations. More complex transducer rela-
tionships may involve multiple physical variables as well as non-linear and differential constraints
[71], resulting in more complex models of behaviors.
However, this representation neither recognizes nor takes advantage of the fact that all single-
domain behaviors are isomorphic, which allows to treat the whole multi-domain system as a col-
lection of four constrained cochain complexes on a single cell complex model. Below we will define
such a model, which takes a form of a generalized Tonti diagram. We then show that, in the pres-
ence of two most common transducers: ideal transformers and gyrators, the governing equations
for such a model may be generated by following the paths on the generalized Tonti diagram. This
results extends the result of Section 3 to multi-domain lumped parameter systems.
5.2 Generalized Tonti diagram for multi-domain systems
Since lumped parameter models in different physical domain are isomorphic, so are their corre-
sponding Tonti diagrams. In this sense, a single Tonti diagram describes behavior of all lumped
parameter systems, provided that the variable of the same space-time type are identified and gen-
eralized.
Two most common generalizations are mechanical (generalized displacement-force model) and
electrical (generalized voltage-current model). For the sake of consistency with the discussion
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(a) A multi-domain RLC electrical circuit
(b) Bond graph model (c) Linear graph model
(d) Modelica model (e) Simulink model
Figure 15: Different models of a multi-domain RLC electrical circuit
in section 4, we will adopt the generalized electrical model. For example, the electrical voltage,
mechanical translational velocity and hydraulic pressure difference are all considered to be of the
same type called the generalized voltage; the electrical resistors, mechanical dampers and hydraulic
resistors are all identified as generalized resistors, and so on. In order to emphasize the generalized
nature of all physical quantities and to distinguish them from the actual physical electrical network
model, we will choose a different set of symbols. Specifically, the generalized Tonti diagram is
defined by four exact cochain sequences on a single cell complex:
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(a) A schematic DC motor
(b) Bond graph model [10] (c) Linear graph model [3]
(d) Modelica model (e) Simulink model [69]
Figure 16: Different models of a DC motor
primal : p0
δ0−→ a1 δ1−→ 02 (50)
d0
δ0−→ u1 δ1−→ 02 (51)
dual : s2
∂2−→ t1 ∂1−→ 00 (52)
n2
∂2−→m1 ∂1−→ 00, (53)
where p0 is a 0-cochain generalized potentials, a1 is a 1-cochain generalized voltages, d0 is a 0-
cochain generalized potential magnetic fluxes, u1 is a 1-cochain generalized magnetic fluxes, s2
is a 2-cochain generalized mesh currents, t1 is a 1-cochain generalized currents, n2 is 2-cochain
generalized mesh charges, and m1 is a 1-cochain generalized electric charges. There are also four
cochains that are always 0: 2-cochain of generalized mesh magnetic fluxes, 2-cochain of generalized
mesh voltages, 0-cochain of generalized node currents and 0-cochain of generalized node electric
charges.
With such a generalization, all the physical variables of the same space-time type are replaced
by their generalized counterparts, effectively transforming model of the heterogeneous multi-domain
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Figure 17: Behavior of three-domain system, a hydraulic pump driven by electrical motor, is
abstracted by relations between three interacting extended Tonti diagrams.
Commonly-used physical variables in the Tonti diagram of rotational mechanical networks: θ - angle, θr - relative
angle, ω - rotational velocity, ωr - relative rotational velocity, τ - torque, M - angular momentum, K - rotational
stiffness, D - rotational damping coefficient and J - moment of inertia. Commonly-used physical variables in the Tonti
diagram of hydraulic networks: Ψh - potential of hydraulic flux, Φh - hydraulic flux, p - pressure, pr - pressure drop,
Qh - flow of volume, f - flow rate, Lh - hydraulic inductance, Rh - hydraulic resistance, Ch - hydraulic capacitance.
ht and kt are transformer modulus. kt is the ratio of relative rotational velocity of motor to voltage drop and ht
is the ratio of torque to current. hg and kg are gyrator modulus. kg is the ratio of flow rate to relative rotational
velocity of motor and hg is the ratio of pressure drop to torque.
system in an abstract (generalized) homogeneous system. The behavior of this system is governed
by the generalized Tonti diagram shown in Figure 18. As before, the generalized primal and dual
cochains are related by (generalized) constitutive relations: resistance Rg, capacitance Cg, and
inductance Lg.
Furthermore, since all physical quantities are generalized, the actions of ideal transformers and
gyrators can be modeled simply as additional constraints on the cochains in the generalized Tonti
diagram. Traditionally, a transformer is abstracted as a linear transformation[
a1
t1
]
=
[
kt 0
0 1/kt
] [
a2
t2
]
(54)
where kt is the transformer’s modulus measuring the ratio between two (generalized) voltages a1
and a2, as well as the reciprocal ratio between the generalized currents t1 and t2 in order to enforce
energy balance a1t1 = a2t2. It is easy to see that the same relationships may be enforced by a pair
of linear constraints { [
1 −kt
] · [ a1 a2 ]T = 0[
1 −k−1t
] · [ t1 t2 ]T = 0 (55)
Generalizing, every ideal transformer can be represented by a pair of linear constraints
kta = 0; k
′
tt = 0
on cochains of generalized voltages a and currents t. These constraints are indicated on the gener-
alized Tonti diagram in Figure 18 by two cycles.
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(a) Matrix operators on dual cell complexes (b) Topological operators on a single cell complex
Figure 18: Generalized extended Tonti diagram for generalized RLC network system
Similarly, the effect of an abstract gyrator is usually described by a linear transformation[
a1
a2
]
=
[
0 kg
kg 0
] [
t1
t2
]
(56)
where the modulus kg relates the dual quantities in two interacting domains: generalized voltage
a1 of the first domain is proportional to the generalized current t2 of the second domain, and vice
versa, again satisfying the ideal energy balance law. Equivalently, a generalized gyrator may be
represented by a linear transformation kg that relates the cochains of generalized voltages and
currents, as indicated by a dotted arrow in the Tonti diagram in Figure 18.
5.3 System state equations of multi-domain systems
With all physical variables generalized, the heterogeneous multi-domain system now becomes a
homogeneous multi-domain system in terms of generalized physical variables. Instead of multiple
2-cochain complexes associated with different types of physical variables, the algebraic topolog-
ical model of the multi-domain system is now a set of 2-cochain complexes associated with the
same (generalized) type of physical variables that are defined over a single cell complex and are
constrained by abstract transformers and gyrators.
Eight different methods of generating the state equations are indicated by paths in the gener-
alized Tonti diagram shown in Figure 19. Just as with the single domain systems, each path is a
sequence of the arrows indicating composition of the corresponding physical laws. In contrast to
the single domain diagram, the middle horizontal section of the generalized Tonti diagram allows
an additional alternative path relating the primal 1-cochain of generalized voltages a1 and the dual
1-cochain of generalized currents t1 by gyrators as well as two alternative cyclic paths (shown in
red), which respectively constrain the generalized voltages and currents of transformers.
For example, if we use the paths in Figure 19a to generate the state equations, then the 0-cochain
d0 is selected as the state variable. The system state equation can be generated by composition
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(a) State variable: d0 (b) State variable: n2 (c) State variable: p0 (d) State variable: s2
(e) State variable: u1 (f) State variable: m1 (g) State variable: a1 (h) State variable: t1
Figure 19: State equation generation paths on the generalized extended Tonti diagram
of seven physical laws (two topological and five constitutive) starting with a 0-cochain d0. First,
coboundary operator in space δ0 applied to generalized potential magnetic fluxes d
0 in order to gen-
erate generalized magnetic fluxes u1. Now the path splits into two: the blue arrow corresponds to
constitutive law L−1g that relates generalized magnetic fluxes to generalized currents of generalized
inductors; the pink arrow takes the generalized magnetic fluxes to generate generalized voltages a1
via the boundary operator in time ∂t1. From here the path splits into four: (1) the purple arrow
corresponds to the constitutive law R−1g that relates generalized voltages to generalized currents
of generalized resistors; (2) the brown arrow corresponds to the constitutive law k−1g that relates
generalized voltages to generalized currents of gyrators; (3) the left red cyclic arrow corresponds
to constitutive law kt that constrains the generalized voltages of generalized transformers; (4) the
pink arrow takes the generalized voltages to generate generalized electric charge of generalized ca-
pacitors by using constitutive law Cg, followed by taking the generalized electric charge to generate
generalized currents of generalized capacitors via the coboundary operator in time δt0. Note that
these four paths and the right red cyclic path6 corresponding to five constitutive laws merge into a
single 1-cochain of generalized through variables t1, which is then transformed one more time by the
upward green arrow corresponding to KCL ∂1t
1 = 0. Taking into account the generalized sources,
collecting the terms with known generalized sources and moving them to the right hand side, above
procedure results in the state equation Eq.57, with Eq.58 and Eq.59 being the constraint equations
generated from two cyclic red paths.
6Note that the generalized currents of transformers t1T cannot be directly obtained from the generalized voltages
of transformers a1T , so we treat them as additional unknown variables in the system state equation.
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∂1
 δt0Cg∂t1δ0d0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of generalized C
+ R−1g ∂
t
1δ0d
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of generalized R
+ L−1g δ0d
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of generalized L
+ k−1g ∂
t
1δ0d
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of gyrators
+ t1T︸︷︷︸
generalized currents
of transformers

= ∂1
 t
1
f︸︷︷︸
generalized currents
sources
− (δt0Cg + R−1g + k−1g + L−1g δt0)a1f︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent generalized current
sources generated from
generalized voltage sources

(57)
kt
(
∂t1δ0d
0 − a1f
)
= 0 (58)
k′t
(
t1 − t1f
)
= 0 (59)
Assuming that the number of state variables is N and the number of transformers is M, then the
system of equations Eq.57 has N+2M unknowns. The two transformer’s constraints generate 2M
constraint equations, while the other paths generate N state equations. As expected, the number
of unknowns equals to the total number of state and constraint equations.
Other methods for generating the system state equation follow the different paths in Figure 19b
∼ Figure 19h. For example, in Figure 19b, the process starts with the dual 2-cochain of generalized
mesh electric charges n2 selected as the state variable and amounts to another composition of the
seven physical laws indicated by the corresponding paths. The blue, purple, pink and brown path
corresponds to the four generalized constitutive laws (generalized capacitance, resistance, induc-
tance and gyrator), relating the generalized currents to generalized voltages. The two green arrows
correspond to the ∂2 operator transforming n
2 to generalized electric charges m1 and application
of KVL (δ1a
1 = 0). The two red cyclic arrows correspond to the constitutive equations of trans-
formers. Putting it all together and taking into account the generalized sources, the composition
procedures results in Eq.60 , with Eq.61 and Eq.62 being the constraint equations generated from
two cyclic red paths.
δ1
 ∂t1Lgδt0∂2n2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of generalized L
+ Rgδ
t
0∂2n
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of generalized R
+ C−1g ∂2n
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of generalized C
+ kgδ
t
0∂2n
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of gyrators
+ a1T︸︷︷︸
generalized voltages
of transformers

= δ1
 −a
1
f︸︷︷︸
generalized voltages
sources
+
(
∂t1Lg + Rg + kg + C
−1
g ∂
t
1
)
t1f︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent generalized voltage
sources generated from
generalized current sources

(60)
k′t
(
δt0∂2n
2 − t1f
)
= 0 (61)
kt
(
a1 − a1f
)
= 0 (62)
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As with any dynamic system, interpreting boundary ∂t1 and coboundary δ
t
0 operations as dif-
ferentiation in time syntactically transforms Eq. 57 ∼ Eq.59 and Eq.60 ∼ Eq.62 to a more familiar
form:
∂1
 Cgδ0d¨0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of generalized C
+ R−1g δ0d˙
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of generalized R
+ L−1g δ0d
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of generalized L
+ k−1g δ0d˙
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized currents
of gyrators
+ t1T︸︷︷︸
generalized currents
of transformers

= ∂1

t1f︸︷︷︸
generalized current
sources
−
(
Cga˙
1
f + R
−1
g a
1
f + k
−1
g a
1
f + L
−1
g
∫
a1f dt
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent generalized current
sources generated from
generalized voltage sources

(63)
kt
(
δ0d˙
0 − a1f
)
= 0 (64)
k′t
(
t1 − t1f
)
= 0 (65)
δ1
 Lg∂2n¨2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of generalized L
+ Rg∂2n˙
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of generalized R
+ C−1g ∂2n
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of generalized C
+ kg∂2n˙
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
generalized voltages
of gyrators
+ a1T︸︷︷︸
generalized voltages
of transformers

= δ1

−a1f︸︷︷︸
generalized voltages
sources
+ Lg t˙
1
f + Rgt
1
f + kgt
1
f + C
−1
g
∫
t1f dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
equivalent generalized voltage
sources generated from
generalized current sources

(66)
k′t
(
∂2n˙
2 − t1f
)
= 0 (67)
kt
(
a1 − a1f
)
= 0 (68)
Example 5.1 We will use an example of multi-domain electrical-mechanical system in Figure 20a
to illustrate the derivation of Eq.63 and Eq.66 . The shown electrical-mechanical system contains
two resistors R1, R2, one capacitor C1, one inductor L1, one voltage source Vs, one moment of iner-
tia J , one external torque τ , one electrical transformer and one DC motor. The transformer between
two electrical domains is an ideal electrical transformer, where the ratio of voltage drops (currents)
equals the ratio (inverse ratio) of the winding numbers N1/N2; the gyrator between the electrical
and the mechanical domain is an ideal DC motor, where the ratio (inverse ratio) of the voltage drop
(current) and the rotational velocity (torque) is a constant number kg. Topologically, the system is
a 2-cell complex shown in Figure 20b, and consisted of nine 0-cells (P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9),
nine 1-cells (LR1,LC1,LTL,LTR, LR2,LL1,LGL,LGR,LJ) and three 2-cells (M1,M2,M3). We use
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(a) A multi-domain electro-mechanical system
(b) Topological structure
Figure 20: An electro-mechanical system and its topological structure
symbol -TF- to represent the abstract transformer and a symbol -GY- to represent the abstract
gyrator. These two symbols identify the cells where the energy transaction may occur.
The algebraic topological model of the system contians: primal 0-cochain generalized potential
magnetic fluxes (d0 = d1 ·P1+d2 ·P2+d3 ·P3+d4 ·P4+d5 ·P5+d6 ·P6+d7 ·P7+d8 ·P8+d9 ·P9), primal
0-cochain generalized potentials (p0 = p1 ·P1 + p2 ·P2 + p3 ·P3 + p4 ·P4 + p5 ·P5 + p6 ·P6 + p7 ·P7 +
p8 ·P8 + p9 ·P9), primal 1-cochain generalized magnetic fluxes (u1 = u1 ·LR1 +u2 ·LC1 +u3 ·LTL +
u4 ·LTR + u5 ·LR2 + u6 ·LL1 + u7 ·LGL + u8 ·LGR + u9 ·LJ), primal 1-cochain generalized voltages
(a1 = a1 ·LR1 +a2 ·LC1 +aTL ·LTL+aTR ·LTR+a5 ·LR2 +a6 ·LL1 +aGL ·LGL+aGR ·LGR+a9 ·LJ),
dual 1-cochain generalized currents (t1 = t1 · LR1 + t2 · LC1 + tTL · LTL + tTR · LTR + t5 · LR2 +
t6 · LL1 + tGL · LGL + tGR · LGR + t9 · LJ), dual 1-cochain generalized electric charges (m1 =
m1·LR1+m2·LC1+mTL·LTL+mTR ·LTR+m5·LR2+m6·LL1+mGL·LGL+mGR ·LGR+m9·LJ), dual
2-cochain generalized mesh electric charges n2 = n1 ·M1+n2 ·M2+n3 ·M3, dual 2-cochain generalized
mesh currents s2 = s1 ·M1 + s2 ·M2 + s3 ·M3 and four cochains that are always 0: 2-cochain of
generalized mesh magnetic fluxes, 2-cochain of generalized mesh voltages, 0-cochain of generalized
node currents and 0-cochain of generalized node electric charges. In order to obtain unique solution
of the state equations, we consider 0-cells P1, P7 and P9 as the reference node. Following the paths
shown in Figure 19a, generates Eq.63 ∼ Eq.65, with individual terms as follows:
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∂1 =

−1 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0
+1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 +1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 +1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 +1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 +1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 +1

(69)
δ0 = ∂
T
1 (70)
Cg =

Cg1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(71)
R−1g =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 R−1g1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 R−1g2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(72)
L−1g =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 L−1g1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L−1g2

(73)
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k−1g =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k−1g 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 k−1g 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(74)
kt =
[
0 0 1 −N1/N2 0 0 0 0 0
]
(75)
k′t =
[
0 0 1 −N2/N1 0 0 0 0 0
]
(76)
t1T =
[
0 0 tTL tTR 0 0 0 0 0
]T
(77)
a1f =
[
0 −af1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −af2
]T
(78)
t1f = [0]9×1 (79)
Substitute Eq.69 ∼ Eq.79 to Eq.63 ∼ Eq.65, the generated system state equation is as follows:

Cg1 −Cg1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−Cg1 Cg1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

d¨0 +

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 R−1g1 −R−1g1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −R−1g1 R−1g1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 R−1g2 −R−1g2 −k−1g k−1g
0 0 0 0 0 −R−1g2 R−1g2 k−1g −k−1g
0 0 0 0 0 −k−1g k−1g 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 k−1g −k−1g 0 0

d˙0
+

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 L−1g1 −L−1g1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −L−1g1 L−1g1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L−1g2 −L−1g2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −L−1g2 L−1g2

d0 +

tTL
0
−tTL
tTR
0
0
−tTR
0
0

=

0
−R−1g1 af1
R−1g1 af1
0
0
0
0
−L−1g2
∫
af2dt
L−1g2
∫
af2dt

(
d˙0(3) − d˙0(1)
)/(
d˙0(7) − d˙0(4)
)
= N1/N2
tTL/tTR = N2/N1
(80)
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Similarly following the paths in Figure 19b, generates Eq.66 ∼ Eq.68, with individual terms as
follows:
δ1 =
 +1 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 +1
 (81)
∂2 = δ1
T (82)
δ1Lg∂2 = δ1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Lg1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Lg2

∂2 =
 0 0 00 Lg1 0
0 0 Lg2
 (83)
δ1Rg∂2 = δ1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Rg1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Rg2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

∂2 =
 Rg1 0 00 Rg2 0
0 0 0
 (84)
δ1C
−1
g ∂2 = δ1

C−1g1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

∂2 =
 C−1g1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 (85)
δ1kg∂2 = δ1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 kg 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 kg 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

∂2 =
 0 0 00 0 kg
0 kg 0
 (86)
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δ1a
1
T = δ1
[
0 0 aTL aTR 0 0 0 0 0
]T
=
 aTLaTR
0
 (87)
Substitute Eq.75 ∼ Eq.79, Eq.81 ∼ Eq.87 to Eq.66 ∼ Eq.68, the generated system state equation
is as follows:

 0 0 00 Lg1 0
0 0 Lg2
 n¨2 +
 Rg1 0 00 Rg2 kg
0 kg 0
 n˙2 +
 C−1g1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
n2 +
 aTLaTR
0
 =
 af10
af2

aTL/aTL = N1/N2
n˙2(1)
/
n˙2(2) = N2/N1
(88)
6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary and significance
Formal semantics of engineering models is a principal ingredient of rigorous and algorithmic foun-
dations for model-based systems engineering. Standardizing on such a semantics is also a key to
solving widespread interchangeability and interoperability challenges that arise with rapid prolifer-
ation of model-based engineering language and tools. In this paper, we proposed a formal semantics
for a large and important class of lumped-parameter systems that are widely used for systems engi-
neering, physical modeling, and design activities. The proposed semantics relies only on standard
tools from algebraic topology and known results in classification of physical theories and systems.
The semantics is effectively ‘representation free’ in that it is independent of specific implementation
assumptions, coordinates, linguistic constructs, or numerical simulation schemes.
We showed that (extended and generalized) Tonti diagrams provide a canonical method for
representing behaviors of lumped parameter systems computationally. Based on known classifica-
tion of physical theories, behavior of any lumped parameter system may be described either as
a collection of interacting single-domain Tonti diagrams or as a single generalized Tonti diagram
with energy transduction represented by additional constraints. In other words, a Tonti diagram
can be viewed as a representation scheme and a data structure for representing most known phys-
ical behaviors. We have also seen that this representation supports algorithmic generation of all
possible forms of the governing state equations as paths in the (collection of) Tonti diagrams. The
topological and constitutive operators appear as labels on the edges of the diagram and may be
interpreted either symbolically, giving differential equations, or numerically (e.g. as finite difference
operators), corresponding to executable approximations of such models.
6.2 Interchangeability and interoperability
Achieving greater interoperability of lumped parameter systems tools and languages was the main
motivation for developing the proposed canonical semantic model. The existence of common seman-
tics implies that all compliant models become fully interchangeable irrespective of specific syntax
or modeling concepts adapted in a particular simulation tool. The representation of this semantics
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using the corresponding Tonti diagrams can serve as a formal neutral format for exchange of all
such models. Furthermore, this representation supports exchange not only of the system models
but also of the adapted simulation approaches in individual systems, now represented as paths
in the corresponding Tonti diagrams. In practical terms, the existence of the common semantic
model also eliminates the need for customized point-to-point translators or new super-languages
attempting to subsume and unify currently existing tools. New compatible languages and modeling
tools, for example in SysML, could be developed rigorously and rapidly, as long as they adhere to
the adapted semantic model.
While model translation and exchange is a widely adapted and practiced in industry, it is a
rather limited form of interoperability. When distinct tools and languages are based on a common
reference semantics, they should be able to interoperate directly in a truly object-oriented fashion,
where distinct portions of the system models are represented and simulated in different tools. This
would allow better protection of proprietary models and fine-tuning selection of tools that are most
appropriate for specific modeling tasks.
6.3 Open issues and promising directions
The semantic model proposed in this paper provides a foundation and a starting point for develop-
ing a more general semantic framework for modeling behavior of physical systems. In particular,
the strongly-typed classification of physical theories and their representation by Tonti diagrams
tacitly assumes that the constructed models are subject to energy balance laws. The majority
of lumped-parameter system models satisfy this assumption. However, many modeling systems
support numerous additional operations and constructs, such as signal flows and arbitrary mathe-
matical transformations, that are not necessarily based on first principles. Whether and how such
constructs should be included in the common semantics model is not entirely clear. In principle,
they could be treated as special cases of energetic processes (as, for example, is advocated in bond
graph literature [6]), or they may require introduction of additional types of constraints to the
underlying topological model.
In this paper we focused on lumped parameter systems that are intrinsically two-dimensional
and devoid of geometry. However, both classification of physical theories and Tonti diagrams
span the entire spectrum of full-dimensional physical models and behaviors. This implies that the
proposed formal semantic model can be extended to all spatially distributed models whose behavior
is commonly described by integral and partial differential equations. In fact, developing a semantics
model for an single-domain physical model whose behavior is described by a known Tonti diagram
is a straightforward task that would follow the development in Section 4 of this paper. Different
paths on such a diagram would correspond to different methods to generate governing equations;
replacing symbolic operators by numerical approximations yields rich variety of standard numerical
simulation methods [68, 72, 64]. However, in contrast to lumped parameter systems that are all
isomorphic, spatially distributed models are heterogeneous in their dimension, type of variables,
and topological structures. Interaction, composition, and transformation of such Tonti diagrams
and the systems they represent remain active open research issues.
Treating the common semantic model and its representation by Tonti diagrams as the first class
objects, that explicitly represent physical behaviors, opens up a number of promising and excit-
ing opportunities in computational design and model-based engineering. Algorithmic construction,
editing, composition, and transformation of such models would support a broad range of design
engineering activities, from concept generation to detailed system modeling. Because many such
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engineering activities are performed using SysML, it may be reasonable to expect that Tonti dia-
grams should appear as one of the standard diagrams in SysML in the near future. Such a diagram
would provide immediate support for including physical behaviors and their simulation into a broad
range of model-based systems engineering activities.
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